Loom Scene by Annette Allen

Materials Used: Chameleon Pens: Summer Sun (YL2), Sky Blue (BL3), Spring
Meadow (YG3), Crimson Red (RD4), Deep Violet (VO4), Bubble Gum (PK3),
Seville Orange (OR4), Bisque (NU1), Fawn (NU3), Grass Green (GR3), Sky Blue
(BL3) and Hot Cocoa (BR2), ARC Crafts Barc Wood Tape and Tags Sheet, Avery
Elle: Dreamboat stamp and die set, Memento Tuxedo Black ink pad, Misti,
Tombo Multi Liquid Glue, Mama Elephant cloud die, Lawn Fawn Hello Sunshine
6x6 Petite paper pad and wood loom.
Instructions:
1. Die cut cloud shape six times using Barc Wood Tape and Cloud die.
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2. Color directly onto the wood with Chameleon Pens. Infuse each color for 10
seconds while coloring the clouds. You will have to do this multiple times for each
cloud die cut.

3. Take the loom and place on designer paper. Draw a
line around the paper and
cut to size to glue to the back of the loom using liquid
glue. Set aside and let dry
for 5 minutes.

4. Take some pretty ribbon and glue to the top of the
loom. Set aside and let dry
for another 5 minutes.
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5. Take your colored Chameleon cloud die cuts and layer.
Stagger the die cuts.
The ACR wood tape has an adhesive backing. Every other
piece peel the back
and layer and the others use foam tape to give dimension.
Trim the edges
around the loom.

6. Stamp and color image. While coloring
infuse each color for 5 seconds for
each section of the image. Die cut the
image using matching die.

7. Color ARC Barc wood tag infusing the color for 10 seconds. Stamp sentiment
after you have colored the tag.

8. Finishing off with adhering the colored image and tag to loom

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog
http://blog.chameleonpens.com and on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and
on Olesya’s blog at http://myclevercreations.blogspot.com

